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Introduction

I’m over four months into my 
Developer Evangelist journey at 
Blockstack. My focus is empowering 
our community to build robust tools 
& useful applications. 

Favorite Quarantine Activity? 

Browsing Bitcoin memes!



Overview

During this talk, I’ll explain:

1. Blockchain Basics
2. Bitcoin & Lightning
3. Blockstack
4. The Stacks 2.0 Testnet
5. Clarity Smart Contracts
6. Overview of Running a Node & Miner
7. Why Run a Node?
8. How to Get Involved



Catch-Up

Principle Foundations of Bitcoin
Shreemoy Mishra

How Ethereum Works
John Long



“No company on the internet should 
have so much power that they get to 
debate if they should be evil today or 

not..”

- Muneeb Ali, Co-Founder of Blockstack



BLOCKCHAIN
BASICS



What the heck is a Web 3.0?



Early Internet Decentralization









First-Movers



First-Movers

● 30+ Million Users
● Password Login, Coinbase has Private Key
● Buy Crypto directly within app
● Implemented Staking Rewards (Tezos)
● Coinbase Pro & Coinbase Wallet
● Verification Levels

○ Level 1 - Phone #
○ Level 2 - Personal Info
○ Level 3 - Verify Photo ID

● 1+ Million Extension Downloads
● Password Login, User stores seed phrase
● Recommends Wyre or CoinSwitch to 

purchase crypto
● Allows user to connect to testnets or local 

networks
● Mobile app added dApp browser



User Experience

Seed Phrase

Private Key

PasswordSecret Key



Networks & Nodes

▸ In telecommunication networks, 
nodes act as redistribution points 
or as a communication endpoints.

▸ Full node, master node, light node, 
miner, super node.

▸ Download particular software to 
your machine that outlines rules for 
connecting to network. 

▸ Node = Building blocks of blockchain.
▸ Blockchain = blocks of data.

▹ Data is stored in nodes.
▸ All nodes on a blockchain are 

connected to each other and they 
constantly exchange the latest 
blockchain data with each other so 
all nodes stay up to date.
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Enter, Bitcoin



▸ Launched 03 January 2009 by 
“Satoshi Nakamoto”



Bitcoin

▸ Launched 03 January 2009 by 
“Satoshi Nakamoto”

▸ First widespread implementation of 
decentralized cryptocurrency

▸ Current Market Cap > $200 Billion 
USD

▸





Lightning 
Network



Lightning Network

▸ https://lightning.network/
▸ Scalability solution.
▸ Whitepaper written by Joseph Poon and Thaddeus 

Dryja in 2015.
▸ Transactions are sent over a network of 

micropayment channels.
▸ Moves small and frequent transactions off-chain, 

allowing for fast peer-to-peer transactions and low 
fees.

▸ Uses native smart-contract scripting language.
▸ Creates a two-party ledger entry.
▸ Bi-directional.
▸ Makes cross-chain atomic swaps possible so long as 

the chains can support the same cryptographic hash 
function.

▸ Channel closes upon completion.

“Layer 2”

https://lightning.network/


Lightning Network vs. DeFi

11.23 Billion USD12.1 Million USD



At Blockstack, we’re building 
the tools needed for a 
user-owned internet.



Blockstack

Blockstack is an open-source effort to 
develop software that provides an 
alternative to traditional (centralized) web 
applications.

We’ve developed a full-stack decentralized 
computing network that enables a new 
generation of applications where 
developers and users can interact fairly 
and securely. 

Blockstack uses blockchain technology to 
build protocols and developer tools 
designed to enable a fair and open Internet 
that returns digital rights to developers 
and consumers. 

Software for a user owned internet



Stacks 2.0

At Blockstack, we believe Web 3 will 

introduce true internet ownership anchored 

to the most secure blockchain: Bitcoin. 

Stacks 2.0 represents the design by which 

Web 3 can emerge and scale.

Designed with security, scalability, and speed 

in mind.

Proof of Transfer (PoX): A novel mining mechanism that 

leverages Bitcoin to secure a new network. PoX enables 

benefits not possible with just proof-of-work or 

proof-of-stake.

Stacking: A novel value transfer mechanism that we have 

proposed that allows Stacks holders to earn Bitcoin for 

actively participating in the consensus algorithm.

Clarity: A smart contract language that optimizes for 

predictability and security.  Enables developers to write 

expressive smart contracts and experiment with new 

business models.



Smart Contracts

● Smart contracts encode and enforce rules for modifying a 

particular set of data that is shared among people and 

entities who don’t necessarily trust each other.

● Exist in a blockchain, anyone can query them, and anyone 

can submit transactions to execute them.

● A smart contract execution can result in new transactions 

being written to the blockchain.

● Apps can take advantage of smart contracts to manage a 

global state that is visible to the public.

● Anyone can audit the blockchain in order to independently 

verify that an app’s global shared state has been managed 

correctly according to the smart contracts’ rules.

● Use Cases
○ Access control (e.g. pay to access)

○ Non-fungible (e.g. collectibles) and 

fungible tokens (e.g. stablecoins)

○ Business model templates (e.g. 

subscriptions)

○ App-specific blockchains

○ Decentralized Autonomous 

Organizations



Clarity Programming Language

● Clarity is a programming language for writing 

smart contracts on the Stacks 2.0 blockchain.

● Differs from other SC languages:

○ Interpreted: Human-readable and auditable

○ Decidable: Determine precisely what code is 

being executed, for any function. 

● Ability to write fully expressive smart contracts 

that anchor to Bitcoin.

● The Clarity language uses a strong static type 

system. LISP-based. 

● A Clarity smart contract is composed of two parts 

— a data space and a set of functions.

○ Only the associated smart contract may 

modify its corresponding data space on the 

blockchain.

● Users call smart contracts’ public functions by 

broadcasting a transaction on the blockchain which 

invokes the public function.

● Function arguments and database schemas require 

specified types, and use of types is checked during 

contract launch.



Clarity Programming Language



Basic Example - Counter

1. define-data-var : initializes a new integer 

variable counter  with the value set to 0.
○ The counter variable is stored in the data space 

associated with this particular smart contract. 

2. define-public  : provides access to the counter  

variable from outside of the current smart contract.
○ The var-get statement looks for a variable in the 

contract’s data space and returns it.

3. begin statement evaluates the multi-line expressions 

and returns the value of the last expression. In this case, 

it is used to set a new value and return the new value.



Testing - Counter

1. Should be successfully deployed 

with valid syntax

2. Start at 0

3. Able to run increment method 

and add 1 to variable

4. Able to run decrement method 

and subtract 1 from variable



Testing - Counter

Notice how the instance of the smart 
contract is created on line 8
● Where to find 

counter.clar

Creates a transaction query that 
tests the valid syntax.

Passes first test!



Testing - Counter

1. Gets the counter variable, checks it is 
equal to zero.

2. Checks if variable can be incremented 
by calling increment then 
getCounter twice. 

3. Checks if variable can be decremented 
by calling decrement then 
getCounter twice. 



Tip Calculator



Types of Smart Contracts

● Simple exchange

● DAOs

● Dapp

● Counter

● Supply chain

● Deeds

● Access Restriction

● Withdrawals

● State Machines

● Balance Address Checker

● Contracts call another Contract

● Fundraising

● Simple Marketplace

● Basic Provenance

● Asset transfer

● Lottery

● Delegated Voting

● Smart contract IOT - devices

● Legal Agreements

● Payment Splitting



Stacks 2.0 Testnet Rollout

Testnet launch broken into four phases:
● Neon, Argon, Krypton, Xenon → 

Mainnet!

Benefits of testnet:
● Testnet $BTC & $STX.

○ No monetary value or attack 
incentive.

● Parallel network built for testing 
purposes.
○ Not losing value with txn 

fees. 
● Let community tinker before final 

product.



Testnet Activities

● Download the stacks-blockchain software 
and spin up a node.

● Turn your node into a miner and 
participate in PoX consensus.

● Create a wallet with the JavaScript CLI.
● Try out earning $BTC rewards with 

stacking.

● Build a Clarity smart contract and deploy it 
to testnet.

● Send testnet transactions between 
accounts.

● Play with the new testnet explorer to 
analyze transactions.
○ Sandbox: Deploy & Call Contracts, get 

testnet $STX, transfer $STX, and more. 
● Submit bug bounties to earn $BTC. 



Tutorials

Running a Testnet Node Starting a Miner

https://docs.blockstack.org/mininghttps://docs.blockstack.org/stacks
-blockchain/testnet-node

https://docs.blockstack.org/mining
https://docs.blockstack.org/stacks-blockchain/testnet-node
https://docs.blockstack.org/stacks-blockchain/testnet-node


Prerequisites 

● Command Line Interface (CLI)
○ Used to interact with the blockchain and 

enter commands.

● Linux Users: Libssl-dev
○ API needed for Linux OS to process 

stacks-blockchain software. 

● RUST
○ Programming language built for 

performance, reliability, and productivity. 
Needed for your machine to run node 
software successfully.

● Stacks-blockchain Github Repository
○ Source code for running a node on the 

Stacks 2.0 testnet. 



Downloading RUST & stacks-blockchain

● Installing RUST ● Installing ‘stacks-blockchain’
○ https://github.com/blockstack/stacks-blo

ckchain 
● From Github Website

● From Command Line

https://github.com/blockstack/stacks-blockchain
https://github.com/blockstack/stacks-blockchain


Installing stacks-blockchain

● Install the ‘stacks-blockchain’ software

● Important! Change your active directory to 
the stacks-blockchain folder. 

● Start your node!

● Evaluate Log Output 



Stacks-blockchain Output

First Block 
Found

Addresses 
Credited 
STX



Stacks-blockchain Output

Processing 
Blocks

Contract Call



Creating Keychain

● Create a keychain
○ With this keychain, we'll get some testnet 

BTC from a faucet, and then use that BTC 
to start mining.

● Simplest way is using ‘blockstack-cli’

● After this runs, you'll probably see some 
installation logs, and at the end you should 
see some JSON that looks like this:



Funding the miner

● Get your BTC address
○ The ‘btcAddress’ field from the JSON 

snippet

● Request testnet BTC from the Stacks 2.0 
Testnet Faucet
○ “Get testnet Bitcoin Tokens (BTC)” Field
○ https://www.blockstack.org/testnet/faucet

○ You'll be sent 0.5 testnet BTC to that address. 
Don't lose this information - we'll need to use the 
‘privateKey’ field later on.

https://www.blockstack.org/testnet/faucet


Configure Node

● We have to configure the node so it knows 
to use the provided BTC keychain

● In the ‘stacks-blockchain’ folder, create a 
new file called:

● In that new file, replace the ‘seed’ value 
with the ‘privateKey’ value from the JSON 
snippet.



Configuration File Explained

● Configuring Burnchain ● Configuring Balances



Start Running Your Miner!

Enter this command to begin mining:



Creating an Optimized Binary

● If you want to host a node on a server somewhere, you might want to 
generate an optimized binary.
○ Run this command to create the binary

● Now that your optimized binary is compiled, go ahead and run it.



Enable Debug Logging

● In case you are running into issues, or 
would like to see more detailed logging, 
you can run your node with debug logging 
enabled. 

● In the command line, run:



Why Running a Node is Important

● Trust
○ To have a copy of the blockchain that you have 

validated yourself, rather than having to trust a 
third party to be honest about the state of the 
chain.

● Control
○ You do not depend on third parties for 

broadcasting your transactions to the network.
● Scalability

○ More nodes & miners = faster network!
● It’s inexpensive!

○ Unlike Proof-of-Work, Stacks 2.0 miners don’t 
need overpriced hardware to begin participating. 

● Increase Network Security
○ By adding a node that can validate the state of 

the chain, you are actively making the blockchain 
safer. 

● Participate in Mining
○ Running a node is the first step to mining.

● Autonomy
○ When a blockchain undergoes a hard fork, 

lightweight nodes will automatically follow the 
chain with the biggest accumulated difficulty. 

● It’s easy!
○ All you need is a computer, and a few 

commands in the terminal. 

TO RUN 
A NODE!



How to get involved!

● Checkout our updated Documentation
○ https://docs.blockstack.org/ 

● Join the Forum
○ https://forum.blockstack.org/ 

● Join our Discord
○ http://discord.gg/unFGwwu 

● Follow Blockstack on Twitter
○ https://twitter.com/blockstack 

● Download the Stacks Wallet
○ https://wallet.blockstack.org/ 

● Read our Whitepapers
○ https://www.blockstack.org/papers 

● Contribute Code
○ github.com/blockstack 

● Host meetups, give talks, and spread the word!
○ https://community.blockstack.org/

● Complete Testnet Bounties
○ https://www.blockstack.org/testnet/bounties 

● Participate in the Stacks 2.0 Hackathon Series
○ https://community.blockstack.org/stacks-series 

● Sign-up for the Blockstack Newsletter
○ http://newsletters.blockstack.org/ 

● Experiment with the Stacks 2.0 Testnet
○ https://www.blockstack.org/testnet 

https://docs.blockstack.org/
https://forum.blockstack.org/
http://discord.gg/unFGwwu
https://twitter.com/blockstack
https://wallet.blockstack.org/
https://www.blockstack.org/papers
http://github.com/blockstack
https://community.blockstack.org/
https://www.blockstack.org/testnet/bounties
https://community.blockstack.org/stacks-series
http://newsletters.blockstack.org/
https://www.blockstack.org/testnet


Blockstack Discord



Blockstack Forum



Blockstack Docs



Hope You Enjoyed FuturePROOF!



Discussion!

● What do you think the biggest hurdle would be for a non-crypto enthusiast?
● What balance of blockchain education vs. obfuscation do you think is best?
● What will be the catalyst that drives the mainstream public to try crypto?
● Do you believe in the ‘Crypto already has a 1%’ assertion?
● Will digital assets eventually be valued in the same way as physical assets?
● Does blockchain need more developers, or better marketing?
● What decentralized application would you most desire implemented into your life?



Thanks!

joe@blockstack.com
        @josephbender

www.blockstack.org

 

mailto:joe@blockstack.com

